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How to Identify if a CRES is Needed 
 When an FGN assignment issue exists a determination must be made. Which FGN should survive and 
which is the duplicate? CRES allows you to combine a duplicate FGN into a previously assigned FGN. It is 
important to thoroughly review each FGN before conducting a CRES or submitting a CRES request. 
Typically, CRES is needed when an NCP is listed with two different DCNs creating two different Absent 
Parent numbers (APN) (FGN 888888001 & 999999001). Additionally, another circumstance could be the 
initial FGN was for an unknown or mis-identified NCP and the identity has been located or corrected. 
CRES actions are non-reversible (make this bold). LOGI will update automatically after a CRES is 
completed for each FGN involved stating the “cases have been resolved”. 

Relevant terms: Absent parent, Non-custodial parent, and Family group number (FGN). 

1. An individual may only have one Absent Parent Number (APN) (role of NCP)
2. A child may only have one FGN with a specific NCP

Scenario 1: Multiple FGNs for the same family group 

Scenario Process 
NCP has multiple APNs. At least one APN 
has an unnumbered NCP (blank DCN) 

The NCP’s DCN will be placed on the true 
FGN by the end of the CRES. The true FGN 
is updated to document the case type and 
cross reference history.

NCP has at least two DCNs (on multiple 
different APNs/FGNs listed as NCP) 

Complete the DDUP prior to completing 
the CRES. 

NCP has one DCN on multiple APNs/FGNs Add cross references and case types to the 
true FGN then zero out DCN on the 
duplicate FGN before completing the 
CRES.

NCP has two FGNs for the same BP Complete the CRES 
Child has two FGNs for the same NCP Complete the CRES

 Goal: review the cases to ensure that we resolve the least amount of FGNs, and avoid rebuilding 
cases with any payments, when possible. 

Absolute Rules: 

http://www.okdhs.org/services/ocss/Pages/cseddefinitions.aspx
u78682
Sticky Note
Is there any way that this can go with the list it goes with on the next page?
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1. Compare CSRL, CCPU and CHU on the two cases and note any differences in cross
referencing

2. Case log any changes made to the FGN and/or individual DCNs
3. Complete the CRES

Scenario 2: Multiple FGNs with different family groups 

NCP has multiple AP numbers (APN) but the BP/CP (and possibly children) are different on multiple 

FGNs.  

Example: 

FGN: 123456001 FGN: 654321001 
AP: John Smith AP: John Smith 
BP: Jane Smith BP: Mary Michaels 

Review the FGNs/APNs to determine the following: 

a) Is either FGN showing an inaccurate member? The child is listed with different BPs. If this

happens, determine which BP is correct (use AFS imaging, AOP imaging, OSCN/ODCR/ FCR 

Query, etc.) and request CRES for the inaccurate FGN 

b) Are the two FGNs for different APs? To make this determination, see “Confirming Identity”

c) Do the APNs appear to belong to the same NCP but with different BP/children?

If there is an interstate referral listed on CSML of the duplicate FGN, submit the CRES request to RADD 

and include in the description there is an interstate referral and the ICR members of RADD will process 

the CRES. 

If you locate two FGNs with the same NCP, BP, and child(ren): 
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Should You CRES? 

The table below provides different scenarios and whether a CRES is or is not appropriate. 

Scenario Notes 

Named NCP named with legal status 
“M” and an existing FGN with 
Unknown Unknown as the NCP  

No: While CIC will not build an 
Unknown NCP FGN when there is an 
existing named NCP FGN, a CRES 
should be avoided until paternity is 
established  

Yes: If the named NCP is established 
as the father, the Unknown NCP FGN 
would then be CRES’d into the 
Named NCP FGN 

Alleged father and legally presumed 
father 

NCP has been determined not the 
father, do not CRES with the legally 
presumed father case 

Unknown NCP (Michael Unknown) 
and named NCP (not named Michael) 
with legal status “M”. Additionally, 
unknown NCP (Unknown Johnson) 
and named NCP (last name not 
Johnson) with legal status “M” 

No: Partial names for two unknown 
AP Codes on the EIL/TI screens are 
not necessarily for the same person 
when there are differences in how 
the partial names are listed 

Yes: If able to verify the NCPs are 
actually the same person and the 
identity differences can be resolved 

The identifying information on the 
NCPs on the FGNs have some 
differences and may be two different 
people 

No: Don’t combine two different 
people 

Yes: If able to verify the NCPs are 
actually the same person and the 
identity differences can be resolved 

Child has two FGNs with the same 
NCP and BP 

Yes 

Child has two FGNs with the same 
NCP and different BPs 

Yes -  also separate NCP mom with 
unknown BP and NCP mom with 
named father should not be built 
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Review the two FGNs to determine which would be the appropriate FGN to resolve, or if a new FGN 
should be built. Things to consider: are there two cases for the same family group, or are there two 
APNs? 

Scenario Rebuild/ Resolve 
IV-D Status 02, 06, 08 or 10 without an order No* 
IV-D Status 02, 06, 08 or 10 with an order-no payments No* 
IV-D Status 02, 06, 08 or 10 with payments No* 

IV-D Status 01 or 04 (SCR) No*- email OCSS.contact.CCR@okdhs.org 
IV-D Status 01 (AOP) Yes 
IV-D Status 04 (case file not destroyed) Yes 
IV-D Status 04 (case file destroyed) LS=I, M or P Yes 
IV-D Status 04 (case file destroyed) LS= A, B, or H Yes 

* When both of the FGNs fall under the “No” category in the chart above, one of the FGNs will still need to be 
resolved. CIC will contact the district offices, and caseworkers will contact their office management for their 
permission to resolve the duplicate FGN. When requesting permission from an office/office management, 
suggest that we resolve the FGN that appears first in the chart above.  If both FGNs fall under the “Yes” 
category, resolve the FGN that appears first in the chart above. If both cases are represented in the scenario 
above, rebuild the FGN with less children listed. If both cases have the same number of children, rebuild the case 
that shows less case types listed beneath the children on CSML.

Note: If there are data discrepancies between the two FGNs, or the table above does not fit your case 
scenario, seek additional guidance from your supervisor before proceeding. 
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